
Magnetic car mount for windshield and dashboard compatible with
MagSafe charging
SKU: TESUPMAGEXTWIR15W

The telescopic magnetic holder allows you to recharge your iPhone and Android
smartphone when driving

WHY YOU NEED THE TELESCOPIC CAR HOLDER

This car holder, which is compatible with MagSafe charging, allows you to charge various types of smartphone, iPhone or
Android while driving. This magnetic phone holder can attach to your dashboard or windshield , depending on your needs.
The telescopic stand allows you to view maps and incoming calls without taking your hands off the wheel.

HOW TO ATTACH THE MAGNETIC MOBILE PHONE HOLDER

The telescopic mobile phone holder has a suction cup that allows it to be attached to the windscreen or dashboard of your car,
holding it firmly in place. To remove it, just press the release lever. It comes with a metal plate that can be used to magnetically
attach the smartphone to the holder.

THE MOBILE PHONE HOLDER OFFERS AN OPTIMAL VIEW OF THE DISPLAY

The telescopic holder has an arm that extends up to 15cm. This allows you to bring the smartphone even closer to you. The
rotating joint also allows you to position the phone horizontally or vertically to achieve the viewing mode that best suits your
needs.

HOW TO START WIRELESS CHARGING OF THE MOBILE PHONE HOLDER



This mobile holder allows you to recharge your smartphone. It comes with a USB to USB-C cable, which can be used to connect
the holder to a charger or the 12V socket in your car. In this way, once the mobile is magnetically fixed, it will charge
automatically.

MOBILE PHONE CHARGING: SAFETY AND SPEED

The mount is compatible with MagSafe charging, so it is ideal for charging all iPhones with this type of power supply . With
a power of 15W, a smartphone can be fully charged in about 50 minutes. It's also perfect for Android and other iPhones that need
less than 15 watts of power. In fact, thanks to the ADS Automatic Detection System  technology, the power is adjusted
according to the smartphone being charged. In this way, even a mobile phone designed to receive less power (5, 7.5, 10W) can be
charged without overloading or overheating .

DISTINCTIVE FEATURES:

Compatible with MagSafe charging
Magnet to attach your mobile phone, plate included in the package
Dashboard or windscreen mounting by suction cup Joint for 360° smartphone rotation
Telescopic arm that extends up to 15cm
Devices charged to 100% in just 50 minutes (maximum power output 15 Watt)
Automatic Detection System (ADS) technology that automatically recognises the device's power requirements at 5/7.5/10
watts
Cable with USB to USB-C connectors to power the holder



Magnetic car mount for windshield and dashboard compatible with MagSafe charging
SKU: TESUPMAGEXTWIR15W

Technical data
Rotation: 360°  
Coupling mode: Suction cup for windshield or dashboard  
Technology: ADS (Automatic Detection System), Wireless Charge  
Included accessories: 1 metal plate, 1 USB-C power cable  
EAN: 8018417445248  
SKU: TESUPMAGEXTWIR15W  
Weight: 100 g  
Maximum output power: 15 WATT  

Logistics data
Amount Inner: 1  
Amount Master: 1  
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